Put More Students Back In Class With KUBI!
The Affordable, Portable, WiFi Telepresence Solution for Education

KUBI is the affordable telepresence solution that works with existing school and home technology, giving teachers, students, staff, and parents more engaging remote learning experiences.

KUBI in Education
• Distance Learning for Home Bound Students
• Remote Teaching and Tutoring
• Professional Development
• Autism & Special Ed Coaching
• Hybrid and Blended Learning
• Cost Effective / Easy to Use

Evolving Classrooms
What will your teaching environment look like in 2020-2021?

Planning is underway in every school district in the country to implement measures to protect students, teachers, and staff. One thing is certain; Distance Learning will play an expanded role and KUBI, the affordable, versatile, and engaging telepresence solution will be in the front row!

Contact us at kubi@xandex.com
For more information or to order Kubi www.kubiconnect.com
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KUBI runs alongside your preferred video conferencing software, and is compatible with Apple iPad or Android tablets. KUBI can be controlled by iPhone, iPad and Android mobile devices (via Kubi Connect app) or Windows desktop / laptop computers (via Windows Kubi Connect Widget).

Flexible Group Size

KUBI Excels in Large and Small Group Settings

KUBI is effective in large class settings, but also excels in small group interactions. By controlling KUBI movements remote students can actively interact and engage in small group sessions and projects along with in-person students.

Even if you already have a classroom scale telepresence setup, wireless KUBI enables personal engagement in small groups that room-scale equipment cannot offer.

ENGAGING MOVEMENT

The unique advantage of Kubi is that it lets the student easily look around, with 300 degrees of pan and 90 degrees of tilt. Kubi’s pan and tilt movements enable students to change not only what they see, but also to engage and be seen as an active and connected participant.

PORTABILITY

Kubi is light weight and easy to move around the classroom or from room to room. Kubi can also be stand mounted, either with wheels or without, for even easier portability.

AFFORDABLE TELEPRESENCE

An affordable Kubi Classic robot, plus a 7-10 inch Android or Apple iPad tablet cost around $1,000. Why pay 10 times as much for a less versatile, more complicated solution?